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Lindman, Phillip A., Intuition vs. Formalization: Some Implications of Incompleteness on 

Mathematical Thought. Master of Arts (Mathematics), August, 1994, 40 pp. 

This paper describes the tension between intuition about number theory and attempts to 

formalize it. I will first examine the root of the dilemma, Godel's First Incompleteness Theorem, 

which demonstrates that in any reasonable formalization of number theory, there will be 

independent statements. After proving the theorem, I consider some of its consequences on 

intuition, focusing on Freiling's "Dart Experiment" which is based on our usual notion of the real 

numbers as a line. This experiment gives an apparent refutation of the Axiom of Choice and the 

Continuum Hypothesis; however, it also leads to an equally apparent paradox. I conclude that 

such paradoxes are inevitable as the formalization of mathematics takes us further from our 

initial intuitions. 
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SYMBOLS AND TYPOGRAPHIC CONVENTIONS 

The following symbols and conventions will be used in this paper: 

X R 

fib<x[R(b)] 

0 

AEhtp 

1 if R(a) 
0 if -R(a) 

Given a relation R, Xr is its characteristic function, that is, 

XR(*)=-

"Minimalization." Given a relation R for which it is known that 

there is some natural number a for which R(a) holds, /ii>[R(6)] is 

the least natural number b such that R(b) holds. 

"Bounded minimalization." Given a relation R, /ii><jc[R(6)] is the 

least natural number b less than or equal to x such that R(b) holds. 

If R fails at every integer less than x, then /i2>[R(Z>)] is defined to 

be zero. 

This symbol will indicate the end of a proof. 

Given a statement <p in the language of the theory AE, this 

statement asserts that <p is a theorem of AE, i.e. that <p can be 

deduced from the axioms of AE. 

Variables 

In this paper, several different kinds of variables will be used. Natural numbers will be 

represented by lowercase italic letters: a,b,c. Vectors (that is, arbitrary n-tuples of natural 

numbers) will be represented by an arrow over the variable: a . Functions of natural 

numbers will use lowercase Roman letters: f,g,h. Relations of natural numbers will use 

upper case Roman letters: R,S,T. Sentences in the language of formal logic will be 

represented by lower case Greek letters: <p,i|r,0. Formal variables will be represented by the 

Greek letter nu, subscripted as necessary: v ^ v j ^ . 
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SECTION I. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of mathematics has always depended on the intuition of its 

practitioners. Often a mathematician will develop an idea based on some intuition 

regarding the physical world, formalize that idea into rigorous mathematical terms, and 

then determine what consequences follow from that formalization. Unfortunately, 

intuition can only carry us so far before it breaks down. The reason for this is that when 

we axiomatize our ideas, we necessarily separate them from the physical notions that 

engendered them. Just as the very intuitive notions of newtonian physics must be set aside 

when relativistic and quantum levels are reached, certain mathematical intuitions must be 

set aside when infinite and infinitesimal levels are reached. 

That this must be so is a consequence of our axiomatization of number theory. It was 

originally hoped that by formalizing the theory of numbers into a few rigorous rules we 

would be able to answer any question that might arise about numbers. Instead, Godel 

showed us that doing so actually forced us to admit that certain questions of number 

theory would not be answerable. In fact, in set theory (which includes number theory as a 

subtheory), many very simple questions are unanswerable. We are therefore forced to 

return to intuition if we are to find answers. However, having set aside intuition in favor 

of axioms, we must now allow for some counterintuitive results. 

Before we examine this tension between intuition and formalization, let us look at the 

reason why such tension must exist in the first place: Incompleteness. 



SECTION II. 

GODEL'S INCOMPLETENESS THEOREM 

Put concisely, the Incompleteness Theorem states that in any consistent formalization 

of number theory1 that is sufficiently powerful to prove nontrivial theorems, there will be 

theorems which cannot be proven or refuted. The proof involved a brilliant method of 

turning the Liar's Paradox ("This sentence is false") into a statement in the language of 

number theory. The Liar's Paradox can be neither true nor false, for if true it must be 

false, and if false it must be true. In a similar vein, Godel discovered a statement of 

number theory which would assert a contradiction whether proven true or false, and 

hence must be neither one. The key to Godel's proof was in the self-reference of "this 

sentence." 

The proof given below while not precisely the proof given by Godel, follows the same 

logic and is somewhat easier to follow. First, we define three classes of functions, 

recursive, computable, and representable, and show that they are equivalent. Then, we use 

this equivalence to develop a self-referential statement of number theory which cannot be 

proven or refuted. 

In the text to follow, all functions are assumed to be total, that is, defined at all 

natural numbers. Any partial functions (functions undefined at certain natural numbers) 

will be explicitly pointed out. 

1 Actually, the theorem holds true for any formal system which includes number theory as a 
subtheory; however, for purposes of this paper I will be restricting my attention to number theory 
itself. 
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A. Recursive Functions 

To begin with, we define the class of functions called recursive. First, the following 

types of functions will be called primitively recursive (or p.r.): 

1. Constants: For all k, f(a*) = k is p.r. 

2. Coordinate Projections: For any n-tuple a1,...,an and any number l<k<n, 

f(fl1,...,fln)=ak is p.r. 

3. Addition: f(a,b)=a+b is p.r. 

4. Multiplication: f(a,b)=ab is p.r. 

5. Composition: If g is a p.r. function, then f(g(a),S) is p.r. 

6. Primitive Recursion: If g and h are p.r. functions, then f defined as follows 

is p.r.: f(0,fc) = g(b), f(a+l,b) = h(f 

In addition, functions will be called recursive if they are p.r. or if they can be written 

in the following form: 

7. Full recursion: If g is a recursive or primitively recursive function and it is 

known that for every vector a, there is some natural number n such 

that g(a,n)=0, then the function f(a)=/jb[g(a,b)=0] is recursive. 

A relation will be called p.r. or recursive iff its characteristic function is p.r. or 

recursive, respectively. Some examples of recursive functions and relations are: 

1. Exponentiation: Let f(a,b) = ah. Then f(a,0)=l is a constant function, and so is p.r. by 

rule 1, and f(x,_y+l)=x- f(x,_y) is multiplication, so is p.r. by rule 4. Then by rule 6, 

f is p.r. 

2. f(n)=j if-R(n)' ^or a P x r e l a t i ° n R and p.r. functions g and h: Define 

f(n) = XR(n)"g(rt) + X-R(n)'h(n)- Then by rules 3 and 4, f is p.r. 



3. sgn (n) = | J : Define sgn(0)=0, and sgn(a+l)=l , then by rule 6, 

sgn is p.r. 

4. Equality and Less Than: 

The characteristic function of a <b can be written 

_ f l if 3 c < l \ a + c = b ] 
Xa<b ~ jo otherwise 

The characteristic function of a=b can be written xa=b = 1 ~(%a<b + Xb<n)-

In order to show that certain functions are p.r., it will be useful to be able to 

combine p.r. relations to make new p.r. relations. 

Proposition 1: The class of primitively recursive relations is closed under the operations 

of A, V, and bounded quantification, and a bounded minimilization function of a 

primitively recursive relation is primitively recursive. 

Proof: Let R and S be primitively recursive relations, and let XR and %s represent their 

characteristic functions. 

1 - X - . R = 1 " X R 

2 - XRA s = X R X S 

3- X R V S = sgn(xR+Xs) 

4. Let T(n)=3/?<n[R(p)]. Then x-r(n) = sgn 

X T ( a + 1 ) = s g n ( x R ( a + 1 ) +xT(a))-

E XR(0 
V'=° 

Then XT(0)=XR(0) and 

5. Let f(n)=y Then f(n) can be defined as follows: 

f(0) = 0, and 

• te> ^ A v s 
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B. Computable Functions 

The next class of functions that will be needed to prove Godel's Theorem is the 

class of computable functions. The notion of computability is derived from Alan 

Turing's idealized computing machine.2 Briefly, the Turing Machine is an abstract 

computer which has for its "memory" an infinite linear tape consisting of cells into 

which may be printed either the numeral 0 or the numeral 1. The machine has a 

"read/write" head which sits over exactly one cell at a time. The head can determine 

the contents of the cell it is in, write a value into that cell, and move one cell either to 

the left or right. Nonnegative integers may be represented on the tape by a string of 

I s flanked by a 0 on either side. The number 0 will be represented by 1, the number 

1 by 11, and in general any nonnegative integer a will be represented by a string of 

a+1 l's. 

Like any other computer, a Turing Machine runs by following a program. A 

program for a Turing Machine consists of finitely many lines, each of which indicates 

the following: 

a. State The state is a number which identifies the current instruction, much as a 

line number does in certain programming languages. Each state may appear 

twice, allowing for a different action depending on what value is in the current 

cell. 

b. Scanned Value The scanned value is the value in the cell that the read/write 

head is currenly over. 

c. Output The output is the value that the read/write head will put into the cell it 

is currently over. 

d. Direction The direction is either left or right, telling the read/write head where 

to go next. 

For a complete description of Turing machines, please see Turing [1937]. 
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e. New State The new state tells the computer which state to consider itself in 

after completing the line of instructions. This allows the program to jump and 

loop, saving considerable time and effort in writing the programs. If the New 

State is 0, the program terminates. 

For example, the following program will add two numbers together. It is 

understood that the two numbers are written on the tape with a single zero between 

them, and that the read/write head is positioned over the leftmost 1 of the first 

number. It is also understood that at the end of the progrm, the read/write head will 

be placed on the leftmost 1 of the result, so that the next program (if any) will be 

ready to start. 

1 1 0 R 2 
2 0 0 R 0 
2 1 0 R 3 
3 1 1 R 3 
3 0 1 L 4 
4 1 1 L 4 

4 0 0 R 0 

The logic is as follows: The read/write head is guaranteed to be over the leftmost 1 of 

the first number, so no line is needed for state 1, reading 0. The initial 1 is replaced 

by a 0 and the read/write head moves right. If it now finds a 0, then the first number 

was zero, so the sum is simply the second number; therefore, the head has only to 

move right and it is done. On the other hand, if it finds a 1, then the first number was 

at least one. If the two numbers were a and b, then they will be represented by a+1 

and b+1 l's, respectively. Their sum will be represented by a+b+1 l's. Thus, the sum 

can be found by eliminating the two leading l's from a and filling in a 1 into the 0 

currently separating a from b. Thus, in state 2, reading 1, the instruction is to leave a 

1 and continue right. State 3, reading 1 instructs the scanner to leave the 1 and go 

right, then return to state 3 until a 0 is read. At that time, a 1 is written, and the head 



is instructed to go back to the left until it finds the beginning of the now concatenated 

sum. 

Having explained the operation of Turing Machines, we can now define the class 

of "Computable Functions": a function f: co n -> co will be called computable iff there 

is a mechanical algorithm, such as a Turing Machine program, which will determine 

the value of f for any given n-tuple in a finite time. We have just seen that addition is 

computable; we shall see later that in fact every recursive function is computable. 

C. Representable Functions 

The final class of functions we need to define is that of representable functions. 

These are functions which can, in a certain sense, be represented in the language of 

number theory. To keep our work as simple as possible and to get the strongest 

results, we will consider a finitely axiomatizable subtheory of number theory, which we 

will designate AE. Since AE is a subtheory of 

number theory, any results in AE will hold 

for number theory as well. The axioms of 

AE are given in figure 1. 

These axioms extablish the usual rules 

for the successor function, the less than 

relation, and the operations of addition, 

multiplication, and exponentiation. Note 

that they do not a priori establish any 

particular statements such as "2 + 2 = 4", 

which must be proven as theorems of AE. 

To be completely formal, any properties of 

numbers which we wish to use must first be 

Figure 1 
Axioms of AE 

51. Vv1-
,[Svi=sO] 

52. Vv1Vv2[Svj=»Sv2=»v1«v2] 

LI. Vv1Vv2[v1<Sv2«=>v1<v2] 
L2. VVj-'fVjCO] 
L3. VVJVy^v^VJ V Vi«=v2 V v2<v t] 

Al. Vvj^+Ossv!] 
A2. Vv1Vv2[v1+Sv2«S(v1+v2)] 

Ml. Vvjfvj • 0«0] 
M2. NA^VV^V! - S v ^ v ! • v2+v t] 

El . Vv1[v1E0«S0] 
E2. Vv1Vv2[v1E(Sv2)=v1Ev2 • vx] 
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proven in the context of AE. Several properties will be important to us, so let us 

establish them as lemmas. 

Lemma 1: A E I - V V 1 V V 2 [ S V 1 < S V 2 « = » V X < V 2 ] . 

Proof: First, let and suppose Sv2<SVj. Then by Axiom LI we get that either 

Sv2<vj or Sv2=v1. Also from LI we know that v2<Sv2, so we must conclude that 

v2<vj, which is a contradiction. Thus v1<v2=»Sv1<Sv2. Now let Svj<Sv2 and suppose 

v2<Vi- Again from LI we have Sv1<v2 or Svj=v2 . Since Vj<Svx, we have Vj<v2, 

which is a contradiction. Thus Sv1<Sv2=>v1<v2. 0 

Lemma 2: For any natural numbers a and b, a <b «=> AEi-Sa0<Sb0. 

Proof: By induction on b. First, let b=1. Then a=0, and by Axiom LI we .have 0<S0. 

Now suppose that the theorem holds for all b<n. Now suppose a<n. If a+l—n, 

then since S(Sa0)=Sn0, by Axiom LI we have Sa0<Sn0. If a+l<n, then a<n-1, so 

by the induction hypothesis Sa0<Snl0, and by LI Snl0<Sn0, so Sa0<Sn0. 0 

Lemma 3: For any natural number k, 

AEhVv 1 [V 1 <S K + 1 0 ^ V I « 0 V V T « S 0 V V l«s20 V ... V V ^ S 1 ^ ] 

Proof: From Axiom LI we get v^SO «• v ,<0 V v^O, which, combined with 12, yields 

VJ<S0 <=» VJASO, which proves the case for k=0. Now assume (for induction) that 

^'vi[vi<S lc0 =» v ^ O V V l «S0 V v ^ S ^ V ... V v^S^O] . By LI we have 

Vj<Sk+10 « v^SH) V Vj^S1^, and using the inductive hypothesis we get 

V V I [ V I < S K + 1 ° - V I ~ 0 V v t~S0 V v ^ S ^ V ... V v^S 1 ^ . 0 

Lemma 1 merely extends Axiom S2 to the "less than" relation. Lemma 2 asserts 

that if one number is less than another, then there is a theorem in AE demonstrating 

that fact. Lemma 3 asserts that if a formal variable v t is known to be less than a given 
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natural number k, it must be in particular one of the numbers which precedes k. The 

importance of Lemma 3 is that it allows us to take seperate theorems about every 

number less than k and make one theorem about V vt<k. 

A function f will be said to be representable in AE if there is a formula <p with the 

following property: f(a)=b =» AEh<p(Sa0,Sb0) and f(a)*b =• AEh-><p(Sa0,Sb0). A function 

will be said to be strongly representable in AE if there is a formula i|r with the following 

property: f(a)=b =• AEi-i|f(Sa0,Sb0) A Vv1[i|r(SaO,v1)=»v1«SbO] and f(a)*b => AEh-'i|/(Sa0,Sb0). 

Even though strongly representable seems to be a much stronger property than 

representable, they are actually equivalent: 

Proposition 2: A function is representable in AE iff it is strongly representable. 

Proof: Since the definition of strongly representable extends the definition of 

representable, it is sufficient to show that a representable function is strongly 

representable. 

Let f be a function represented by (p. Define a formula i|r as follows: 

1Kvi>v2)=<Kvi>v2) /Wv3<v2[ - ,<P(vi>v3)]* First, if f (a )*b then AEh-><p(Sa0,Sb0), hence 

AEh-l|f(Sa0,Sb0). 

Second, if f(a)=b, then AEh<p(Sa0,Sb0). Furthermore, since for any c*b, t(a)*c, 

we have f(a)^0, f(a)^l, ..., i(a)^b-l, from which we get AEi--,<p(Sa0,0), 

AEh^cp(Sa0,S0), ..., AEh-<p(Sa0,Sb l0). Putting these together and using Lemma 3, 

we now have AE hVv l < Sb0[ -> <p (Sa0, v j)], and combining this with AEh(p(Sa0,Sb0) gives 

us AEh\|;(Sa0,Sb0). Now suppose ^ ( S ^ v J . By Axiom L3 (Trichotomy), either 

V!<Sb0, V!«Sb0, or Sb0<v1. Since ^(S^Vj), we know q^S^Vj) and 

Vv2<vi[ - ,(p(Sa0,v2)]. Since (p(Sa0,Sb0), it must not be the case that Sb0<V!. Likewise, 

since i|r(Sa0,Sb0), we know Vv2<Sb0[-i<p(Sa0,v2)], but (p(Sa0,Vj), so it must not be the 

case that V!<Sb0. Thus v ^ S ^ , so we have AEi-i|f(Sa0,v1)=>v1®Sb0. Since is a free 

variable, this gives us AEhVv^tl^S^v^ViSsShQ]. 
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Thus, i|; strongly represents f. 0 

Just as with recursive functions, to show that certain functions are 

representable, it will be useful to have an algebra of representable relations. 

Proposition 3: The class of relations representable in AE is closed under A, V, and 

bounded quantification. 

Proof: Let R and S be representable relations, and let p and a (respectively) represent 

them. Clearly ->(p represents ->R, pAa represents RAS, and pVa represents RVS. 

For bounded quantification, let T be the relation T(a)~3f><a[R(6)]. Then 

define a formula a as a(v1)=3v2<v1[p(v2)]. First, suppose T(a) holds. Then there is 

a number b such that b<a and R(b) holds. Then we have the following deduction 

in AE: 

1. p(Sb0) p represents R 

2. Sb0<Sa0 Lemma 2 

3. Sb0<Sa0 A p(Sb0) 1 and 2 

4. 3v1[v1<Sa0 A p ( V j ) ] Generalization of 3 

5. 3v1<Sa0[p(v1)] Restatement of 4 

Thus T(a)=>AEi-a(Sa0). Suppose -,T(fl), that is, V&<a[->R(6)]. Then we have 

Vb<a AEh~>p(Sb0), and by Lemma 3 AEhVv1<SaO[-'p(v1)], which is ->a(Sa0). 

Thus, a represents T. 0 

D. Sequences and Coding 

To prove the Incompleteness Theorem, we will need an important tool at our 

disposal: the ability to convert strings of characters uniquely into numbers. It is clear 

that we can establish a one-to-one correspondence between any countable set of 
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characters and the natural numbers; what is needed, however, is a way to turn a given 

finite string of characters recursively into a single number, and to take a given number 

and determine recursively what string it represents. The key to this is the notion of 

"encoding." 

Formally we define a "sequence" to be a finite, ordered set of natural numbers. If 

we use pr(rt) to denote the V h prime" function (that is, pr(n)=/c iff k is the /Ith prime 

number), we can "encode" a sequence as a single number by way of the function 

<a1,a2,...,an> = 2ai+1 -3a2+1 •... -pr(n)a,,+1. Of course, not all numbers encode 

sequences3, so we define the relation seq(jc) (read "x codes a sequence") to be true iff 

x is a natural number and there is a natural number m such that x can be written as 

the product of the first m primes raised to positive integer powers. Define the 

function lh(x) (read "the length of JC") as lh(x)=n iff the largest prime number that will 

divide x is pr(n). Thus seq(x) tells us whether or not JC codes a sequence of numbers, 

and lh(x) tells us how many numbers are in the sequence. Finally, we define the 

function for "decoding" sequences as a function from u to w which gives the integer 

which is one less than the exponent of the n"1 prime in the factorization of the integer 

x. We will write this function as (jt)n. 

For example, <6,1,2,0,1 > = 27-32-53-71-ll2 = 121968000 .Then 

seq(121,968,000) is true, lh(121,968,000)=5, (121,968,000)4=0, and (121,968,000)^6. 

For the proofs to come later, it will be necessary to know that these functions are 

both primitively recursive and representable in AE. 

Proposition 4: The following are primitively recursive: 

1. divisibility 2.11th prime 3. seq(x) 4. lh(x) 5. encoding 6. decoding 

3 For example, the number 45 does not encode a sequence, since its prime factorization, 
32-5, does not include a positive power of 2. 
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Proof: Use the following formal definitions: 

1. a|b ~3c<4>[ac=b], 

2. First define the relation P(x) ("x is prime") as Vc<x[c \x =» c=1]. Then define the 

relation A(x,_y) ("x and y are adjacent primes") as 

P(x) A P(y) A x<y A Vz<y[x<z=>-'P(z)]. Then to determine whether k is the /Ith 

prime, we will attempt to construct the number 21-32-53-74 l l 5 - -p n . 

Formally, then, define 

£=pr(/?)«P(i) A lc<kn2\l\c A k"\c A ka+llc A 

Vq,r<lJ\£{q,i)~\/j<i{qj\ c~rj*x |c]]. 

3. seq(x) «• [2pc A V<a[pr(a +l)|x -» pr(a)|x]], 

4. lh(jc) = fib<c[pT(b)\x A -fpr(&+l)|x]], 

5. <ava2,...,an> = 2"l+1 -3"2*1 ... -pr(nfn + 1 , and 

6. («),. = nb<n[--\pr(if+2\n]}. 

These relations and functions are compositions of multiplication, exponentiation, 

and bounded minimilization, so they are all p.r. 0 

Proposition 5: The following are representable in AE: 

1. divisibility 2. prime 3. seq(x) 4. lh(x) 5. encoding 6. decoding 

Proof: Use the following formal definitions: 

1. a|£>~3Vj<S b0[S a0-v1 = S b0], 

2. Following the definitions in part 2 of Proposition 4, first represent the relation 

P(x) ("x is prime") as V v ^ s ^ v j =» Vj=S0]. Then the relation A(x,}>) ("x and 

y are adjacent primes") is clearly representable, being a conjunction of 

representable relations. Then fc=pr(n) is also the conjunction of representable 

relations, so it is representable. 

3. - 6. As defined in Proposition 4, these are now all conjunctions of representable 

relations, and so are themselves representable. 0 
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With these functions in hand, it is a simple matter to encode a string of 

characters. Simply assign any recursive invertible mapping from the countable set of 

characters being used to the nonnegative integers, then encode the resulting sequence. 

Both of these functions are invertible so recovering the string from the integer is 

simply a matter of applying the inverse functions. We will use the symbol # for the 

function that encodes a string so that if, for example, we use the mapping a« l , b«2, 

and c~3, then #(cab)=24-32-53 =18000. 

E. The equivalence of Recursive, Computable, and Representable functions 

We are now in a position to prove that the three classes of functions we have 

defined (recursive, computable, and representable in AE) are equivalent. 

Theorem 1: For a function f:(on-»(o, if f is representable in AE then f is computable. 

Proof: Suppose f is representable in AE. Then there is a formula <p with the property 

that AEh<p(Sa0,Sb0) <=> i(a)=b and AEi--><p(Sa0,Sb0) «• f (a)#b . There are only finitely 

many syntactical symbols and countably many variable symbols, so for any natural 

number k there are finitely many strings of length k using only the variables vt 

through vk. A deduction from AE of a formula <p is a series of formulas which ends 

with <p and which has the property that every formula either (1) is an axiom of AE, 

an axiom of formal logic, or a tautology, or (2) follows from previous formulas in 

the series by modus ponens. It is therefore possible to systematically check every 

string of finite length to see whether it is a deduction from AE of <p. The value of 

f(a) is then computable by the following algorithm: 

1. Spend 1 minute searching for a deduction of 9(8*0,0). 

2. Spend 1 minute each searching for a deduction of <p(Sa0,0) and <p(Sa0,S0). 
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3. Spend 1 minute each searching for a deduction of <p(Sa0,0), <p(Sa0,S0), and 

(p(Sa0,S20). 

Since f is representable, there is a deduction from AE of <p(Sa0,Sf(a)0), so this 

algorithm will eventually terminate. The function f is thus computable. 0 

Theorem 2: For a function f:a>n-»o>, if f is computable then f is recursive. 

Proof: First suppose f:o)-»co is computable (we will extend the proof to functions of n 

variables below). Then there is a program for a Turing machine which will 

compute f. Call this program T. Recall that each line of the program consists of a 

state, a value being read by the scanner, a value for the scanner to write, a 

direction for the scanner to move, and a new state. As each line of the program is 

executed, we can examine the configuration of the machine and determine the 

state, the string of O's and l's currently on the tape, and the location of the 

scanner with respect to where it began. If we call the position where the scanner 

began the program the "origin," we can define a relation St as: 

S^x) ~ seq(x) A lh(jc) = 3 

A (jc)t is a state in T 

A (x)2 is a binary string (i.e., a string of O's and l 's) 

A (JC)3 is a possible position of the scanner with respect to the origin. 

Informally, S, determines if JC encodes a sequence which represents a possible 

configuration during the execution of a Turing Machine. Each of the conjuncts 

that make St are p.r., since: 

(a) seq(x) and lh(x) have been previously shown to be p.r.; 
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(b) the condition on (JC)1 consists of finitely many checks to see if it is a 

constant less than or equal to the largest state in T; 

(c) the condition on (x)2 consists of verifying that (x)2 is itself a sequence 

consisting only of O's and l's; 

(d) the condition on (x)3 consists of verifying that it is an integer less than or 

equal to the length of (x)2. 

Since is a conjunction of finitely many p.r. relations, Sx is p.r. 

Next define a relation S2 as: 

S2(x) «• seq(x) A for all i<lh(x) [s^x),)] 

A (x^ codes state "1" 

A (x)u,(x) codes state "0" (the end) and a single integer (string of consecutive 

l's) on the tape 

A for all /<lh(x), (x)i+1 is found by a applying a line of T to (x)j 

S2(x) will be true if x codes a sequence, each integer of which codes an St 

sequence (i.e., a machine configuration) with the property that the first 

configuration is in state 1, the last configuration is in the end state and has a 

single integer on the tape, and every configuration after the first codes the result 

of applying the appropriate line of machine T to the preceding configuration. In 

other words, an integer is S2 iff it encodes a sequence of configurations which 

depict the running of machine T on some initial integer. 

S2 is also a p.r. relation. This is clear except for the final relation. Define 

A(Jt,i) as the relation "(x)i+1 is found by applying a line of T to (*)/', so that the 

final relation in S2 is "for all i<lh(x), A(x,i)n. To see that A(x,i) is p.r., note that T 

has only finitely many lines, so that A(x,i) can be written as the conjuction of 

finitely many relations of the form B(x,i,j) = "(x)i+1 is found by line Tj acting on 

(x);". We can rewrite B(x,i,j) as follows: 

B(x,i,j) «• The state of X; is the state to which Tj refers 
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A The state of xi+1 is the state to which Tj jumps 

A The position of the scanner in xi+1 is the position it would reach by 

starting at the position in xx and going the direction instructed by T, 

A Except at the position of the scanner in x;, the tape value in xt matches 

the value in xi+1 

A At the position of the scanner in x;, the tape inx i+1 has the value Tj 

instructs it to write 

By considering each instruction Tj of program T to be itself a sequence of five 

integers (letting L*»l and R<->2), each of these lines can easily be written formally 

in a way that refers only to decoding and other functions and relations already 

seen to be p.r. Thus B(x,i,j) is p.r., so A(x,i) is p.r., so S2 is p.r. 

Next define a function u(a) as follows: for a tape value string a which has only 

a single block of l's, 

u(l)= 0 
u(i i_i i )= 1 + u(ii ...11) 
a+1 l's a l's 

Thus u(a) maps tape value strings to integers in the intended way, and is a p.r. 

function. 

Finally define g(x) = lib S2, 
A "(WAH . Since T computes f, 

there is a series of machine configurations which starts with state 1 and a tape 

value string a such that U(a)=x and each step of which is found by applying T to 

the previous step. Thus g(x) is a well-defined function which determines the 

smallest integer encoding a computation of f(x) by the machine T. Since S2, u, and 

decoding are all p.r., g(x) is recursive. 

Now we can write f as f(x) = u ng(x)) 
Hm), 

(That is, the value of 
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f at x is the integer represented by the tape value string in the final configuration 

of an S2 sequence whose first configuration have a tape value string representing 

x.) Again, since T computes f, the last integer encoded in g(x) will itself encode a 

tape value string /3 such that u(j3)=y, so this is an accurate version of f. Since f is 

a composition of recursive functions, f is recursive. 

We originally restricted f to being a function from <o to a>, but the proof here 

can be easily extended to include maps from o)n to u . 0 

Theorem 3: For a function f:(on-»o), if f is recursive then f is representable in AE. 

Proof: We will prove this theorem by induction on the definition of recursive 

functions. In each of the following R will be the graph of f, so that R is the 

relation R(jiy>)»f(;c)=)>. 

(1) (Constant) f(x)=k so R(x,_y) **y=k. 

Let <p(v1,v2) = v^S 1 ^. First, assume R(jy). Then A:, so is a 

tautology, hence AEh<p(Sx0, Sy0). Next, assume -,R(x,_y). Then y*k, so either 

y<k oty>k. If y<k, and we suppose <p(Sx0, Sy0), then by repeatedly applying 

Axiom S2 we get 0~Syk0, which contradicts Axiom SI. Similarly, if y>k we get 

0~Sky0. In either case, (p(S"0, Sy0) is inconsistent with AE, so AEi--'<p(Sx0, Sy0). 

(2) (Coordinate Projection) f^,...,*^) = xx, 0<i<k, so R(xlv.. ^k+1)«JC; = *k+1. 

Let cp(vlv.. ,vk+1) = v i~vk+1. The same argument as above applies to this case. 

(3) (Addition) f(x,y) = x+y, so R(̂ _y,z) «=» x+y = z. 

Let <p(vi,v2,vj) = v3~v1+v2. First, assume R(x,_y,z), so that x+y=z. Repeated 

application of Axiom A2 yields Sx0+Sy0~Sy(Sx0+0), then by A1 we get 

S ^ + S ^ S 5 ^ ) , which is equivalent to S*0+Sy0«Sx+y0. Then since S ^ ^ ^ S ^ 

is a tautology, AEi- (p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0). Next, assume ->R(jiy,z), so that x+y*z. If 

<p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0) then S ^ + S ^ ^ S ^ . As before, using A2 and A1 we get that 
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Sx+yO=SzO, which leads to a contradiction of SI as in the proof of (1) above. 

Since ^ ( S ^ S ^ S ^ ) is inconsistent with AE, AEi--'<p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0). 

(4) (Multiplication) f(x,y) = xy, so R(x,y,z) **xy = z. 

Let <p(v1,v2,v3) = VjsaVj-Vj. First, assume R(x,y,z), so that xy=z. By Axiom M2, 

Sx Sy l«Sx Sy+Sx, and by A2 and A1 we get Sx0-Sy0=Sx(Sx0-Sy l0). Repeating 

these steps yields SxO-SyO=Sxy(SxOO), which by Ml finally gives S^S^^S^O. 

Since S^O—S^ is a tautology, AEi-(p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0). Next, assume -|R(x,_y,z), so 

that xytt. If (p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0), then as before we arrive at S^O^S^, which leads to 

a contradiction of SI as in the proof of (1) above. Since <p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0) is 

inconsistent with AE, aeh -1 (p(Sx0,Sy0,Sz0). 

(5) (Composition) f(x) = g(h(x)), where g and h are representable. 

Let U be the graph of g and let U be strongly represented by i|/. Let T be the 

graph of h and let T be strongly represented by 6. Then R(a,&) holds iff for 

some x, both U(x,b) and T(ape) hold. Let tp(v1;v2) = 3v3[i|;(v3,v2) A 0(v15v3)]. First, 

assume R(y,z), and let x be the number such that U(x,z) and TQyt). Then 

AEhiJf(Sx0,Sz0) and AEh0(SyO,SxO). Then by conjunction and the fact that 

f(Sx0,Sz0) A 6/(Sy0,Sx0) - ( v ^ ) A ^STO.Vi)]. 

we get AEhtp(Sy0,Sz0). Next, assume ->R(y,z). Let h(y)=m and let g(m)=n. 

Then n*z. Also, since i|r and 0 strongly represent U and T, we have 

AEi-T|/(Sy0,Sm0) A Vv1[i|f(S
y0,v1)=»v1=Sm0)] 

and AEh0(S"O,SnO) A Vv1[0(SmO,v,)-v1«SnO)]. 

If ^(S^S^), then 3v1[i(;(v1,S
z0) A 0(SyO,Vj)]. From 0(SyO,Vj) we must conclude 

that VjisS^; then from iJ/(Vj,Sz0) we must conclude that S^—S^. But since 

n*z, this leads to a contradiction of SI. Since <p(Sy0,Sz0) is inconsistent with 

AE, AE h-1 cp(Sy0,Sz0). 

(6) (Primitive recursion) f(0,6) = g(b) and i{a+l,b) = \\(l(a,b),a,b) where g and h 

are representable. 
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First define r(a,b) = ]^[ (pr(j))f(,'6) . Then 
i<a 

(c =r(a,bj) «• |seq (c) A a=lh(c) A (c)0=g(b) 

f\\/p<a\(c)ptl = h((c )p,a ,b )| 

Since each of the conjuncts in the above formula has already been shown to 

be representable, r is representable. Then f(a,b) = (r(a,b)} , so f(a,b) is 

representable in AE. 

(7) (Full recursion) f(*) = /xz[g(x,z)=0] where g is representable in AE and 

Vn:3z[g(x,z)=0]. 

R(jt,y) iff _y =/xz[g(x,z)=0]. Let T be the graph of g and let T be represented by 

t[r. Then let 

<P(V!,V2) = Vv3[»J;(v1,v3,0)-(v3«v2V3v4<v3[t(v1,v4,0)])] 

First, assume R(jt,y) so that_y = fxz[g(x,z)=Q]. Then g(x,_y)=0, so T(x,_y,0) 

holds, so 

{1} AEhf(Sx0,Sy0,0). 

Also, for every z<y -|T(x,z,0), so for every z<y AEi-->t|f(S!!0,Sz0,0). In particular, 

AEh-f(S*0,0,0), AEh-il/(Sx0,S0,0),..., AEh-t(Sx0,Sy l0,0). 

By conjunction, 

AEh^f(Sx0,0,0) A - ^ ( S ^ S O ^ ) A ... A ^t(Sx0,Syl0,0). 

Then by Lemma 3, 

{2} AEhVv1<Sy0[-'t(Sx0,v1,0)]. 

Now suppose 1^(8*0,v^O). By Axiom L3, Vj<Sy0 V v^S 3 ^ V Vj>Sy0. Combining 

{2} with L3, we can conclude that 

{3} AEi- ^(S^V^O) - (v,«Sy0 V v1>Sy0). 

Because of {1} we know that 

{4} AEi- vt>Sy0 =» 3v2<v1[<p(Sx0,v2,0)] 
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so, putting {3} and {4} together we get 

AEhi|f(Sx0,v1,0)=»(v1«Sy0 V 3v2<VJ[i|;(S x0,v2,0)]) 

Then by generalization, 

AE >- Vv! [*|R(S
 x0,v1,0)=»(v1«S y0 V 3v2<v1[i(;(S x0,v2,0)]) 

that is, AEi-<p(Sx0,Sy0). 

Next, assume --R(r,_y) so that y * nz[g(x,z)=0]. Let w = fxz[g(x,z)=0]. 

Then T(x,h>,0), so as above 

AEi-t(S,0.Sw0,0) A Vv1<Sw0[--t(Sx0,v1,0)]. 

Since y*w, AEh-'(Sy0~Sw0) (as in the proof of (1) above). Then 

AEh-tCS^S^O) A -(Sy0«Sw0) A Vv1<Sw0[-,i|/(Sx0,v1,0)], 

so then 

AEh3v1[i|f(S
x0,v1,0) A ~"(Sy0~vj) A v2<v1[-«i|r(S,0,v2,0)]], 

which is exactly -><p(Sx0,Sy0). [i] 

F. Godel's Incompleteness Theorem 

We now have the tools we need in order to prove the Incompleteness Theorem. The 

next step is to demonstrate how sentences in number theory can be made to refer to each 

other, and from there we will be able to make them refer to themselves. 

To do this, we need to convert sentences of number theory into the objects that 

sentences talk about, namely numbers. As was stated earlier, character strings can be 

mapped to natural numbers using encoding and decoding. What is needed is an invertible 

map from the set of available characters to the set of natural numbers. The map we will 

use is given in figure 2. For example, consider axiom SI: Vvx --[Sv^O]. To encode it, we 

would write ?5S1 = 216-319-512*717-113 -1316 -177-192-2318. A number which encodes a 

formula of AE will be referred to as the "Godel number" of that formula. 
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With this mapping in mind, we can 

now state the Fixed Point Lemma. 

Informally, the lemma asserts that for 

every formula /3 in the language of AE 

which has only one free variable, there 

is another formula y, with no free 

variables, with the property that y is 

logically equivalent to evaluated at 

the number #y . In a sense, y is a 

formal rendering of the sentence, "I 

have property /3." 

0 1 < 8 V 15 
s 2 A 9 [ 16 
+ 3 V 10 ] 17 
• 4 —1 11 v i 18 
E(exponent) 5 - 12 V2 19 
~ 6 - 13 V3 20 
< 7 3 14 etc. 

Figure 2 
A mapping of the language of AE 

to the natural numbers 

Theorem 4: The Fixed Point Lemma 

For any formula (i with only one free variable, there is a formula y such that 

AEI-Y~/3(S#Y0). 

Proof: There are finitely many syntactical symbols in the language of AE. Since well 

formed formulas use variables indexed consecutively from 1, there are only finitely 

many formulas having a specified finite length, so there are countably many formulas 

of any finite length. This implies that there are countably many formulas (of any 

length) having exactly two free variables, so we can enumerate these formulas (in any 

recursive manner) as T1,T2,T3,.... For any integers m and n, there is a unique formula 

rn(S
m0,Sm0). That formula has a unique encoding, so we can write a function f(a)2-»co) 

such that 

f(m,n)=4{rJS m0,S m0)). 

We have already seen that encoding is a representable function, so let 0 strongly 

represent f in AE. (Note that 9 will have three free variables, one for m, one for n, 

and one for the value of i(m,n).) 
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Define a formula <p with two free variables as 

< P ( v i , v 2 ) ~ 3v3[0(v1,v2,v3) A0(v3)]. 

Thus q> holds for v, and v2 iff j8 holds at the Godel number of rv^ evaluated at 

(S Vl0,S Vl0). 

Since <p is a formula with two free variables, it is actually rp for some natural 

number p. Define a formula y as y ~ <p(Sp0,Sp0). Then we have 

Y ~ (p(Sp0,Sp0) - 3v3[0(SpO,SpO,v3) Aj8(v3)]. 

But 0(SpO,SpO,v3) holds iff 

_ s *P(S "Of p°)o = s P°'s P°>0 = 5 * 0 . 

So, 

Y - 3v3[0(SpO,SpO,v3) A0(v3)] «/3(S#*0). 

Thus, AEhy - >3(S#Y0). 0 

We will say that a system of axioms is inconsistent if there is any formula a for which 

both a and ->a are theorems (that is, can be proven from the axioms.) Otherwise, we will 

call the system consistent. Furthermore, we will say that a system of axioms is o>-consistent 

if it is consistent and there is no formula a for which 3v,[a(v1)] is a theorem while at the 

same time for every natural number n, -•q:(Si10) is also a theorem.4 

Theorem 5: Godel's Incompleteness Theorem 

If T is an to-consistent theory which extends AE and has a recursive axiom set, then 

there is a sentence a in the language of T with the property that neither a nor ~>a is a 

theorem of T. 

4 The importance of o>-consistency is this: in some non-standard models of the natural 
numbers, it is possible to prove that for some formula a, 3v1[a(v1)] is a theorem, even though for 
every actual number, a(Sn0) is false. Even though this is counterintuitive, it is possible within the 
framework of logic. 
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Proof: Let R be the relation 

R(n,p) <=» for some formula a, n=#a 

A there is a sequence of formulas T1,T2,T3v..,ri which form a deduction from T of the 

formula a 

A p codes the sequence # T 1 , # T 2 , # r 3 , . . . , # T i . 

Determining if a sequence of formulas is a deduction from T of a given formula is 

computable, hence recursive. Then R is recursive, so it is representable in AE. Let <p 

represent R. 

Now define a formula )3 as /3(Vj) <=• ~,3v2[<p(v1,v2)]. By the Fixed Point Lemma, there 

is a formula a such that 

{1} A E h f f « /3(S#"0). 

Let us suppose that Twr. Then there is a deduction from T of a. Let Yi>Y2>Y3>->Ym be 

that deduction, and let b=<#y v#y 2,#y 3,...,#y m>. (That is, b is a single integer which 

codes the deduction from T of a.) We now have the following deduction in T: 

1. a ~/3(S#ff0) {1} 

2. or Hypothesis 

3. /3(S#<70) Modus Ponens, 1 and 2 

4. <p(S#"0,Sb0) R(#cr,b) holds 

5. 3v1[<p(S#ff0,v1)] Quantification of 4 

6. ->j8(S#<70) 5, Definition of /3 

7. a v ^ v ^ A -^3(Vj)] 3 and 6 

Thus if TKT, T is inconsistent, so a cannot be a theorem of T. 

Now let us suppose that Then there is a deduction Yi>Y2>Y3v,Ym fr°m T °f 

->a, so let b=<#y1,#y2,#y3,...,#ym>. Likewise, there is no deduction of a, so for every 

natural number c, ~'R(#CT,c). Thus for every c, Th-,<p(S#ff0,Sc0). Now we have the 

following deduction in T: 

1. a «j8(S#"0) {1} 
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2. ->o Hypothesis 

3. ~<P(S*aQ) Modus Ponens, 1 and 2 

4. 3v1[(p(S#ff0,v1)] 3 and Definition of /3 

Line 4 contradicts the to-consistency of T, so ->o cannot be a theorem of T. 

Thus a is a sentence in the language of T, yet neither a nor ~<a is a theorem ofr. 

0 

Thus, we are faced with two possible options: either no extension of AE (including 

number theory) is «-consistent, or there must be some statements which can neither be 

proven nor refuted within the confines of the theory. We cannot accept the first 

conclusion, because without a>-consistency the standard model of the natural numbers does 

not exist. Without that model, much of mathematics is meaningless. Therefore, we must 

accept the alternative and accept the existence of independent statements. This is the 

biggest implication of Godel's theorem: no matter how carefully we build our axiom set, if 

it includes AE — which it must in order to encompass number theory — it will allow for 

independent statements. 

Now that we know that some statements in number theory will be independent, we 

have an added burden whenever we investigate a new hypothesis. Not only must we 

search for a proof or refutation of the hypothesis, but we must also consider that it might 

be independent. For those statements which turn out to be independent, we must 

consider whether we wish to include the statement as a new axiom or include its negation. 

Such considerations are necessarily going to be metamathematical, and therefore at least 

in part intuitive. Thus we have come full circle: we axiomatized our theory in order to 

reduce our need to rely on intuition, but having done that we find that we must rely on 

intuition to answer certain questions. Putting formalized theory and intuition together, 

however, can lead to some odd conclusions, as we shall now see. 



SECTION III. 

FREILING'S DARTS AND NEWCOMB'S PARADOX 

A. The Axiom of Choice and the Continuum Hypothesis 

Having established that number theory must allow for certain statements which cannot 

be proven, we now examine some of those statements. Two of the most well known 

independent statements are the Axiom of Choice and the Continuum Hypothesis. Both of 

these have several equivalent forms; the forms we will use for this discussion are as 

follows: 

The Axiom of Choice (AC): Every set can be well-ordered. 

The Continuum Hypothesis (CH): There exists a well-ordering of the reals of length Nj. 

That these statements are independent of Zermelo-Fraenkel number theory (ZF) was 

proven in steps. Godel proved in 1940 that AC and CH are both consistent with ZF. In 

1963, Paul Cohen proved that their negations are also consistent with ZF; even more, he 

showed that CH is independent of ZFC (that is, the axioms of ZF with AC added.) 

These two statements, AC and CH, are a continuous sore spot with many 

mathematicians. In a Platonic sense, we would expect that these statements must be either 

true or false; the question is how to decide? Maddy [1988] discusses reasons why we 

should or should not accept these axioms (among many more). In support of AC is the 

fact that it has been used for some time to prove a great number of theorems in several 

different branches of mathematics. Despite this, however, it still makes many 

mathematicians uncomfortable to assert the existence of a choice function without 

specifying it in any way. It is a reasonable concern, to which Zermelo (quoted by Maddy 

[1988; §1.7]) responds: 

25 
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In many cases, it appears unlikely that one can define a choice function for 
a particular collection of sets. But this is entirely unrelated to the question 
of whether a choice function exists. Once this kind of confusion is avoided, 
the axiom of choice appears as one of the least problematic of the set 
theoretic axioms. 

Zermelo's argument, while not necessarily convincing, nonetheless shows the attitude that 

is generally taken toward AC: while it is somewhat annoying that we cannot specify the 

choice function, we recognize that its existence does not depend on our being able to 

define it. 

While most mathematicians will at least grudgingly agree that the Axiom of Choice 

should be taken as true, the Continuum Hypothesis enjoys no such general acceptance. 

Cantor himself (who first formulated the question) believed fairly strongly in CH; in fact, 

in 1884 he believed he had found a very simple proof. Maddy gives a number of 

arguments both in support of and against CH. One of those arguments is due to Chris 

Freiling and involves a thought experiment. 

B. Freiling's Darts 

In [1986], Freiling proposed an experiment which, he claimed, gave a philosophical 

refutation of CH. The idea is this: consider that the real line (or, equivalently, the interval 

[0,1]) is laid out on a wall in front of us. If we throw a dart at the line, what are the 

chances that it will hit a rational number? Of course the probability is zero, since the 

rational numbers form a countable subset of the uncountable reals. The same would apply 

to any countable set we designate in advance. Let us therefore consider a function 

f:K-» (that is, f assigns to each real a countable set of reals). Now let us throw two 

darts at the line. Call the number hit by the first dart and that hit by the second dart x2. 

Now f(xx) is a countable set, so certainly the probability that x2&(xl) is zero. 

Freiling now argues that the dart throwing is perfectly symmetrical, and that there is 

no real difference between the two darts or the numbers they land on: the real number 
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line does not know which of the darts landed first. Thus, the probability that xtGf(jc2) is 

also zero. This symmetry leads him to the following second-order proposition: 

Proposition 6 (A^) : V f : R - > ^ x l j c 2 \ x 2 $ f ( x l ) A xx ff(x2)]j. 

The intuition behind is that throwing darts will produce such a pair of numbers 

almost every time, so certainly we can assert the existence of at least one pair. 

is a very reasonable sounding proposition. We are tempted to accept it without 

proof based solely on the dart argument, which is quite intuitive. However, there is a 

direct result of A^ which is not so intuitive, and which we might not want to accept so 

quickly: 

Theorem 5: ANo«=*_,CH 

Proof: (=>) Let < be a proposed well ordering of E of length and let f(x)={y [y-ct}. Then 

f:R-> R^, so by A^ there exist xx and x2 such that -<x2 and x2<xv which is a 

contradiction. 

(<=) Let xlrx2,... be an sequence of distinct reals and let f:R-* Consider the set 

A= (J f(jca). A is the union of countable sets, so |A | = S i n c e 2^° >N1? 3yfA. But 
ae»! 

then V a G N ^ f f ^ ) ] , and since f(y) is countable, 3aGN1[jca$f(y)]. Thus we have_y$f(x„) 

andxa$f(y). 0 

So if we accept A^ by virtue of the dart experiment, we find ourselves committed to 

accepting -^CH. This in itself might not be so bad: CH is an open question, and this 

argument could close it. However, Freiling goes on to point out that his own experiment 

backfires when it is generalized. The thing that makes the dart experiment work is that 

the complement of a countable set within the reals is of such higher cardinality that it is 

much more likely to be hit than the original set itself. Actually, any set of cardinality less 
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than 2^° is going to have that same property, so we can then make the following 

proposition: 

Proposition 7 (A^no): zkl7x2\x2$f(x1) A 

This proposition is just as reasonable as A^ was, but has a much more startling 

consequence: 

Theorem 6: A^no =•-"AC 

Proof: Let ^ be a proposed well ordering of 1 and let f(x)=(y [y ^x}. Then f:R-> M^ao, so by 

A^ko there exist xl andx2 such thatxl^x2 and x2-<xl, which is a contradiction. 0 

This is a very startling result. The axioms A^ and A^ho seem fairly natural, yet if we 

accept them we are forced to accept very simple refutations of both CH and AC. For 

some, this result is a little too startling, and they question the legitamacy of the axioms. 

Bagemihl [1989] points out that perhaps our notion of when a subset is "rare" inside 

another set needs to be reconsidered. He gives various examples intended to demonstrate 

that it is possible that a countable set is not sufficiently rare in [0,1] to warrant concluding 

A^. However, Freiling counters in [1990] with a three dart argument that leaves little 

room for doubt. This time, we assign to each pair of real numbers a finite set of real 

numbers. When we throw three darts, we can certainly expect that the third will not lie in 

the set determined by the first two. Considering again the symmetry of the experiment 

(the order in which the darts are thrown is really irrelevant), we can form this axiom: 

Afinite' V f : R 2 " * 1 f i n i V s f o €%x2,x3)Ax2 €f(xvx3)Ax3 $f(x2,x3)]} 
3 Freiling states that A f i n i t p is equivalent to -^CH, referring to Sierpiriski [1952] for the 

3 
proof. Agn j t e makes a stronger case for ->CH than A^ does, as even if we question 
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whether arbitrary countable sets are "rare" within an uncountable one, we cannot dispute 

that finite sets are "rare." 

Freiling goes on in [1990] to give a new dart argument against AC. This time, instead 

of throwing at the unit interval [0,1], we throw at the unit disk D. D has the same 

cardinality as [0,1], but provides an even more natural setting for dart throwing 

experiments. If we take a countable subset E of D, there are only countably many ways to 

pair the elements of E, thus there are only countably many ways to draw lines containing 

two points of E. There are uncountably many rotations of D, so for any countable subset 

E there is a rotation of D under which none of the lines connecting two points of E is 

vertical. It is clear that a subset of D which contains at most one point on each vertical 

line is "rare," so by this argument any countable subset of D is "rare." Now consider a 

function which assigns a countable subset of D to each element of D. We can certainly 

expect that if we throw two darts neither of them will lie in the set determined by the 

other, which justifies the axiom 

A^: Vf:D-> ,x2[
xi $KX2)^X2 $Kxi)] ], which, according to Freiling, easily implies 

that there is no well-ordering of the disk D, refuting AC. 

So do we accept the dart throwing experiments or not? If we rely just on basic 

intuition about the real number line, it seems obvious that the experiments will go exactly 

as Freiling says they will. On the other hand, we have just seen that dart throwing refutes 

the Axiom of Choice, which has established itself pretty firmly in mathematics. Something 

must give: we cannot have both AC and dart throwing. 

At this point, some mathematicians may be ready to accept that AC has been refuted 

and go about the arduous task of repairing the mathematics that has been based on it. I, 

however, am not, and so must deny that the dart throwing experiment works the way 

Freiling claims. Where does it fail? I believe the failure stems from combining intuition 

with formalized mathematics. 
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Our concept of the real numbers evolved originally from very intuitive ideas about 

counting and measurement. Counting gave rise to the integers, and ratios of integers gave 

rise to the rational numbers. Attempts to measure certain lengths that were easily 

constructible from integers (e.g. the diagonal of the square with side of length 1) led to 

the real numbers. The notion of the "number line" proved very useful in understanding 

the relationships between various numbers; with sufficient calculation an irrational 

number could be estimated to arbitrary accuracy so that it could be placed in the 

appropriate position on the line. However, such informal notions could only carry 

mathematics so far. In order to get to more detailed and more abstract ideas, 

mathematicians formalized number theory with axiom sets such ZF. At that point, real 

numbers were no longer measurements, but had become abstract notions which followed 

from the axioms5. As such, it should not be too surprising that certain elements of our 

former intuition may not be carried into the formal theory. 

To illustrate how intuition can be violated when we adopt formal rules, let us consider 

a problem from decision theory: Newcomb's Paradox. 

C. Newcomb's Paradox6 

Suppose there is a being, known as the Predictor, who has two boxes. In one box (Bl) 

he places, with you watching, the sum of $1,000. In the other box (B2) he has placed 

either $1,000,000 (henceforth abbreviated $M) or nothing at all. He filled the second box 

prior to bringing it before you, and you cannot tell what is in it. You are given your 

choice of two actions. You may either (1) take the contents of both boxes, or (2) take the 

5 I doubt anyone would claim that Dedekind cuts of equivalence classes of sets bear any 
relation to the intuitive notion of a real number. 

6 This problem was originally constructed by William Newcomb of the Livermore Radiation 
Laboratories in California, but apparently Newcomb never wrote about it. The version of the 
problem given here is due to Nozick [1969], who says he first heard of the problem from 
Newcomb in 1963. 
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contents of B2 only. Before you make your choice, the Predictor informs you that how he 

filled B2 depends on what he predicted your choice would be: if he predicted you would 

take both boxes, he left B2 empty, whereas if he predicted that you would take B2 only, 

he put $M in it. 

The question, of course, is which option should you choose, both boxes or B2 only? A 

stipulation of the problem is that you have absolute confidence in the Predictor's ability 

to predict your action. (How is unimportant; consider it an axiom of the system that the 

Predictor only makes accurate predictions.) With that in mind, there are two different 

ways to approach the problem. The first is this: if you choose both boxes, then the 

Predictor will have predicted this and so will have left B2 empty, and you will receive 

$1,000. If you choose B2 only, then again the Predictor will have predicted this and so 

will have put $M in B2, and you receive $M. Since $M is better than $1,000, you should 

choose B2 only. 

On the other hand, the Predictor makes his prediction and fills B2 before you make 

your choice. It is done and cannot be changed. Thus your choices and expected return 

can be summarized by Figure 3: 

State 1: 
Predictor put 
nothing in B2 

State 2: 
Predictor put 

$M in B2 

Action A: 
You choose box $0 $M 

B2 only 

Action B: 
You choose 
both boxes 

$0 + $1,000 $M + $1,000 

Figure 3 
Possible Outcomes in Newcomb's Problem 
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Clearly, regardless of what the Predictor put into B2, you should choose to take both 

boxes, as you get $1,000 more either way. 

Both arguments are compelling. According to Nozick, who has posed the problem to 

numerous colleagues and students, 

To almost everyone it is perfectly clear and obvious what should be done. 
The difficulty is that these people seem to divide almost evenly on the 
problem, with large numbers thinking that the opposing half is just being 
silly. 

Decision theory has two different paradigms that could be applied to this problem. 

The Expected Utility Principle says that if you multiply the numerical value expected from 

each combination of action and state by its probability of occuring, you should then 

choose the one action which produces the highest net value, or expected utility. The 

Dominance Principle says that if one action produces a preferable value in either state, 

then that action should be taken. The paradox in Newcomb's problem, then, stems from 

the fact that these two paradigms, equally reasonable and accepted in decision theory, 

select different actions. 

Is this really a problem? I would say not. Dominance says that since in either state 

Action A nets you $1,000 more than Action B, Action A is to be preferred. However, 

Dominance can not be correctly applied to this problem. For Dominance to apply, the 

states must not be affected by the choice; that is, the choice you make must not be able 

to influence the state which holds. In Newcomb's problem the state is not independent of 

the choice: recall that we accepted that the Predictor is unerring in his predictions. Thus 

it is not possible for State 1 to hold if you take Action A or for State 2 to hold if you 

take Action B. We accepted, in effect, a sort of backward causality wherein your action 

determines the state which exists at the time of your choice. 

What does this have to do with Freiling's Darts? The source of the dilemma in both 

cases is that by accepting a certain axiom about our system (AC in the case of Freiling, 
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the accuracy of the Predictor in the case of Newcomb) we are forced to accept a sort of 

backward causality in our system. The existence of the Predictor, who has an unknown 

and perhaps unknowable (to us) method of predicting our actions, is analogous to the 

existence of the Choice function, which is an unknown and perhaps unknowable method 

of well-ordering the real numbers. The details of the method are not important; only the 

existence of the method is required. Suppose that there is a Chooser who is aware of the 

choice function for the real numbers and is capable of determining which of two real 

numbers is prior in that ordering. Then when we throw the darts, the first dart to land 

determines a partition of the reals into a set of size < 2"° (those numbers prior to the 

number selected by the dart) and a set of size 2"° (those after it). When the second dart 

lands, it will land with probability one in the latter set. But this means that the Chooser 

can come to the dart board after the darts have been thrown and determine which dart 

landed first: with probability 1 it would have to be the dart which landed on the number 

which is prior in this ordering! 

Even worse, the darts could be thrown by different people at different targets in 

different rooms. We could give the two throwers a span of 10 minutes during which to 

throw their darts, and leave them alone. Neither the throwers nor any other person will 

know which of the darts lands first. However, the Chooser can come in and use his 

ordering of the reals just as before to tell which landed first. It is as if the darts 

themselves had some means of recording their landing times, and the Chooser knew how 

to get that information from them. 

And so we have arrived at a conundrum. If we accept the Axiom of Choice, then we 

must be prepared to accept that, at least in theory, it is possible to tell which of two 

randomly chosen numbers was chosen first. The way we described the dart experiment, 

however, does not allow for that: the two darts have equal probability of landing on any 

numbers in the interval. Since we believe in AC, there must be a fault somewhere in the 
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dart experiment. Let us analyze the experiment step by step to see if we can find that 

fault. 

First, we placed the real number line onto the wall in the form of the interval [0,1]. 

That 1 is embedded in [0,1] is not debated, so the fault cannot lie there. Next we took 

two darts, threw them at the line, and saw what numbers they landed on. Finally, we 

checked the two sets determined by those numbers, and observed whether or not each 

dart landed in the set determined by the other. Our intuition led us to believe that 

neither dart would be in the set determined by the other, but AC forces us to conclude 

that the second dart must have landed in the set determined by the first. 

The fault in the experiment is due to several unspoken assumptions being made in the 

experiment. First, we assume that our dart has a sufficiently small tip that it will land on 

exactly one real number. This tip must be infinitesimal in diameter, a physical 

impossibility. Of course, there are those who would argue that the real number line itself 

is a physical impossibility, that it has existence only as an abstract concept. In that case, it 

is no more unreasonable to postulate the existence of the ideal dart than the dart board. 

The next assumption is that we are capable of perceiving precisely which number the 

darts landed on. If the number line is laid out in the usual way, then determining the 

location of the dart is even more of an impossibility than creating the dart in the first 

place. On the usual model of the number line, it is not possible to measure exactly where 

on the line a given real number lies without infinite precision. Regardless of how closely 

we measure a number, there are still infinitely many real numbers that are equivalent at 

our level of precision (Le., which agree at every decimal point we can measure, but which 

disagree beyond that decimal place). If we believe that we can tell on which real number 

our ideal dart landed, then we must not be using the usual image of the number line. The 

two concepts are incompatible. 

The final assumption we make is that any thrown dart has an equal chance of landing 

on any real number. From our experience with real darts, we believe that if the thrower is 
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not influencing the dart (which can be assured by blindfolding him, for example) then 

every point on the dart board has an equal chance of being hit by the dart. This is clearly 

not the case for the real numbers in a world where AC holds. Why not? Again, it is 

because our image of the real number line does not apply. The AC number line is a 2*° 

sequence of discrete points, and the throw of the second dart is constrained by the first. 

Even though there may be infinitely many points prior to the first dart, the probability of 

landing on one of those points is zero since there are 2"° points after the first dart. 



SECTION IV. 

CONCLUSION 

What happened to the symmetry of the dart problem? How can one randomly thrown 

dart influence the landing of another, equally randomly thrown, dart? Herein lies the 

tension I described in the introduction to this paper. The fault lies not in our 

understanding of the nature of darts or in our number theory, but in the attempt to apply 

a discrete, macroscopic intuition to a continuous, infinitesimal problem. Though the 

notion of the number line has served us well, and still does, it is inadequate to model the 

situation we are attempting to describe. The real numbers are not, after all, a dart board. 

The problem is analogous to the problem faced by physicists attempting to understand 

subatomic interactions. At such microscopic levels ordinary mechanics do not suffice to 

model the phenomena. Quantum mechanics takes objects previously thought of as 

continuous and makes them discrete. The Uncertainly Principle makes it impossible to 

determine both the location and the velocity of a particle, even though it has both 

properties. In fact, if you believe Schrodinger, an object can have two mutually exclusive 

properties until it is observed, at which point it suddenly "chooses" one property. The 

apparent paradox in the dart problem is similar. The Axiom of Choice makes the 

continuous real line take on certain discrete properties. It also turns a seemingly random 

event into a partially determined event. 

What does this mean for mathematics? If formalization causes our intuition to fail in 

such grand ways, must we abandon one or the other? Certainly not. Without 

formalization we would be unable to give mathematics the rigor that we are so proud of 

in the scientific community. We would lose the logical foundation that makes mathematics 

almost unique in that it describes certain fundamental properties of the world that are not 

36 
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subject to experiment or interpretation. However, as Godel showed us with his 

Incompleteness Theorem, a formalized mathematics will never be able to answer every 

question put to it, so we must have some other means to decide on these independent 

questions. That means is intuition, as despite all the philosophical and external arguments 

that are made in favor of a given position, ultimately each mathematician must decide 

what "feels right." 

So we cannot abandon either formalization or intuition, yet at times the two yield 

contradictory results. How do we make sense out of it? In the same way that other 

scientists make sense out of the objects of their study: if a certain intuitive model fails to 

fit their experimental data, they look for a new model. When Newtonian mechanics failed 

to account for high speed phenomena, relativity took its place. When light began to 

exhibit discrete properties, a quantum theory of photons took the place of the original 

wave theory of light. So when the real numbers exhibit discrete and partially deterministic 

properties, the answer is not to throw out the axioms but to look for a new model. If the 

traditional number line doesn't explain the apparent influence of one dart on another, 

perhaps it is time to view the set of reals as a 2*° sequence instead. Godel, Freiling, and 

Newcomb are not necessarily pointing out errors in our technique, but merely 

demonstrating that our theory is not yet complete and may never be. That does not mean 

we should stop trying, but that we should try even harder, for the beauty of mathematics 

lies not in the solution to the problems, but in the process of finding the solution. 
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